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The EAST MEETS WEST GALLERY is proud to present a group art show “Flying to the Sky” which will run 

in the ARTPLAY Design Center from September 22 to October 22, 2017. 

The exhibition involves three artists Petr Grigoriev, Olga Polesovshchikova and Vasilisa Lipatova. They 

represent four different kinds of Art: Painting and Graphic Art -  Petr Grigoriev, Art photography- Olga 

Polosovshchikova, Sculpture and Objects - Vasilisa Lipatova. 

Petr Grigoriev has chosen for his anniversary show the spiritual connection of a Man with the Sky. To 

him the Sky and Clouds are not only the part of the Landscape, but as well spiritual connection to God, 

to the Kingdom of Heaven. Olga Polesovschikova  as well dedicates many of her photos from the 

Kamchatka series to the Sky. She looks for a special spirituality in the Sky: a typical for Buddhist 

philosophy silence and serenity, tranquility and immersion in oneself. She has also a great deal of vision 

and thinking of the photography more as a Fine Art artist who works with gouache, pastel or acrylic on 

canvas.  

The exhibition will feature as well two contemporary sculpture works by Vasilisa Lipatova from her 

series "Techno-Bio Objects" dedicated to the exploration and the search for common points between 

natural life forms and mechanical structures. Currently, works from this series are exhibited at the 

exhibition of contemporary sculpture "Five Dimensions" in the New Tretyakov Gallery. 

The exhibition “Flying to the Sky” combines in one space different visual art forms, which are now quite 

rarely neighbor with each other. It's a pity. Art photography, Fine Arts and Sculpture Art have naturally 

their own unique features, but they as well command some common artistic approaches in opening of 

theme such as dramaturgy, composition, light, the choice of stylistic features of an image, the choice of 

material and others. 

Curator of the exhibition Tatiana Paleeva.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

ARTPLAY  Design Center, Buid. 3, floor 2. 

The exhibition runs from 22.09 to 22.10.2017 every day from 12:00 to 20:00. 
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